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About This Game

Endless catacombs, filled with crowds of monsters!

Find useful items, restore health and mana, use your skills and magic to resist the enemies and do not fall into the trap!

Endless roguelike in the style of good old 8-bit games on the dandy. Remember your childhood - the best childhood
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I played Rusty Lake Hotel, Roots, and Paradise and found this one to be the best in the series.(hotel coming in a very close
second)
It had the most interesting story and puzzles in the series and felt much longer than the other games.
Most of the puzzles were easy to moderate in difficulty, especially if you have played other games in the series or are just
naturally very observant.

. This game... does stuff to my body.... Pros:
+It's pretty
+It's fairly relaxing
+It's cheap af (if you buy it on sale, which is the only time you should even consider buying it)
+Trading cards

Cons:
-The game is SHORT (a casual player will be able to 100% the game in about 30 minutes)
-No achievements, so it's terrible length isn't even justifiable for an easy 100%
-The physics are weird (as others have said, you can make the same move a hundred times and get a different outcome
each time). The game feels like it's 60% skill, 40% luck.. which makes it feel unrewarding.
-The game doesn't track your completion stats (so, if you wanted to try and complete every one of the 75 levels in a
single move.. you've got no way of proving you did that ~ because the game just shows what levels you've unlocked, and
nothing else)
-Absolutely no replay value - once you beat all the levels, all you'll want to do is leave the window open until any
remaining trading cards you haven't picked up yet pop, and after that you'll never play it again.

Overall, not something I can really recommend. If they added achievements, I'd probably recommend the game as an
easy 100%, but the game itself is a resounding meh. Not the worst thing I've ever played, it's even mildly enjoyable for
a single sitting, but it's very forgettable. 3\/10. Boring and buggy.. Annoying controls and glitches stopped me from
being able to enjoy this. Seems like it would be a neat game if those issues were dealt with.

However as it stands now, it's tedious to play to the point that I would say it's not even worth its cheap price.. If I did
drugs, this game would be better. That being said, it's pretty damn awesome.. This shoot them up is really beautiful.
The game is a question of color. You have to kill the enemies with the right color and the most difficult part, it is when
the ennemies are a combination of the basic colors... you have to find which colors are right to kill them.

The story? The Universe is in danger, Chaos became stronger and kicked you in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
You are playing the Law, you need to train, to learn more tricks and when you will be ready, you will push Chaos to its
place and find the right balance for the Universe.
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Great, The Open World Horror Game Is something I've never seen before!!! and that's why I like it. I cannot recommend it
enough! but the game has little bugs.. Start game, crashes on menu, ctrl+alt+del, close from task manager, that's all i'll try.
Uninstall. Ambivalent about this game. Great atmosphere and the makings of a good story, but the game play, voice acting, and
lack of direction render the game far less enjoyable than it could be. Honestly without the walkthrough guide this game would
take far more time to complete than it should. In the end I wish I would have spent my money elsewhere.. Good idea......BUT

the lag is REAL.
server side response time is horrible... there are a total of 4 people in the world playing it at any 1 time..if it was on sale for 99%
off..sure thing.
But as is, without a client base as an INTERNET ONLY game...its horrible
. to much ragdoll. As much as I am fond of the game overall, I will have to give this particular DLC a negative review.

Even though the gameplay in itself probably lives up to the name "Total War" better than any of the other games or DLCs in the
entire series, the way things have been implemented and simplified doesn't quite look professional. Overall, it feels more like an
ambitious mod project, rather than an official DLC.

If something, Caesar in Gaul should be free to play rather than something to pay for. Because again, it's not necessarily boring or
bad gameplay, just badly polished.. Being a huge Avenged Sevenfold fan, I never expected them down the road to make such an
amazing video game. I'm not a huge fan of games like these, but this one makes a huge exception. I love the music in the game, I
love the gameplay, the graphics aren't like 100% modern day, but I think they go very well with the game. The storyline is very
awesome. I also got really excited when I saw the original late drummer Jimmy "The Rev" Sullivan was implemented into the game,
and its just awesome!!! I'm not fully done with the game yet, but I can't wait to see what else is in store. If you're not a fan of A7X,
at least give the game a shot. The game itself is definitely worth it!!!!!
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